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Wordd of thanks 

Wordd of thanks 

Exactlyy four years ago, I had the first conversation with Joep Lange and Gerrit-Jan 
Weverlingg about the possibilities of writing a PhD thesis. Now I am at the stage of 
thankingg the many people who made this possible. 

Prof.Prof. dr. J.M.A. Lange, dear Joep, 
Youu allowed me to write the manuscript of the ATLANTI C study as a test case. 1 very 
welll  remember the discussion we had on the near-final version of the manuscript on 
thee balcony of a Greek hotel overlooking the Aegean Sea. Although I thought that I had 
finished,, it took you more than an hour to explain why I had to implement a sheer 
unlimitedd amount of corrections. It didn't take long for me to understand that this 
discussionn was not about a manuscript or corrections, but that it was a private training 
sessionn on HIV-research. Four years later, we still have these discussions but they are 
muchh shorter and are two-way traffic. Thank you for the confidence you gave me to 
findd my own way within the 2NN study. 

Dr.Dr. P. Reiss, dear Peter, 
II  got involved with the lipid research because I knew where a former epidemiologist 
hadd left the files of the FRAMS study when she left IATEC. The way that you have 
expandedd the topic of metabolic complications over the years is more than impressive. 
Althoughh it was not always easy to follow your line of reasoning when you came up 
withh a new idea, most of these ideas turned out to be worthwhile to transform into 
researchh topics. Thank you for the trust put in me when discussing concept sheets and 
analysiss approaches. It are not only these academic discussions that made a huge 
impressionn on me, but maybe even more the personal talks surrounding them. It is not 
oftenn that one finds a personal touch within an academic environment. 

Dr.Dr. F.W.N.M Wit, dear Ferdinand, 
Felloww epidemiologist and Director of Science; the situation now is so much different 
fromm the situation when I joined IATEC. We have both evolved, but not always in the 
samee direction. From your strong involvement with my first publication in the field of 
HIV ,, you were more and more able to let me go my own way. This is much 
appreciated.. Let us see where it goes from here. Thank you for teaching me a lot of 
'trickss of the PhD-trade'. 

Myy daily work would not have been the same without my direct colleagues. Elly 
Hassink,, Igor Schillevoort, Liesbeth van Weert and Rebecca Stellato are, or have been, 
myy fellow epidemiologists. All of us had a very different background, which, put 
together,, formed an enormous wealth of experience. I like to thank you all for letting 
mee be part of this, and to be able to share thoughts and opinions in an informal way. I 
mayy have a big mouth during these discussions, but I do listen! 
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Theree have been many people within IATEC who worked on the 2NN study, without 
whomm I could not have finished the analyses. Lia Dam and Antonia Potarca took care 
off  the project management, assisted by Lody Kreekel and Maaike Cronenberg. Thank 
youu for the wonderful job done and all your help. Unfortunately, in the new office we 
wil ll  have to miss the mark made by the cork of the champagne bottle, which was 
openedd to celebrate the 1000th patient into the study. 
Thee data management of the 2NN study has been a major operation, which was in the 
goodd hands of Robert Meester en Judith Wubbels. Joan Khodabaks, Henk-Jan Botma, 
Katjaa Jansen, Gerald Ruiter and Martine Mulder made a tremendous effort in getting all 
thee study data verified, queried and corrected. Ida Farida, Marloes Feenstra, Nouzha 
Esrhir,, and Anita Klotz went through the task of entering thousands of CRF pages into 
thee database. It was a privilege to work with such a dedicated study team. 

II  am very grateful for all the patients who agreed to participate in the 2NN study. They 
hadd to put up with frequent clinic visits and an endless number of questionnaires. Their 
commitmentt is much appreciated. 

Thankss to all the investigators who's commitment to participate in the studies 
describedd in this thesis made the research possible in the first place. 

II  like to thank Nina Friis-M0ller, Jens Lundgren, Caroline Sabin, Cristian Pradier, Eric 
Fontass and all the other members of the D:A:D study group for letting me participate in 
onee its research topics. The last minute stress of keeping everybody satisfied with the 
CROII  presentation wil l not easily be forgotten. 

Backk at IATEC, 1 especially like to thank my fellow PhD-students and fellow Medical 
Doctors.. Vincent Bekker, Radjin Steingrover, Joost Vermeulen, Miriam Casula, Katalin 
Pogany,, Thomas Ruys, Selwyn Lowe, Marc van der Valk and Sanjay Sankatsing. Being 
itt a question about immunology, virology, or a clinical problem, the doors to your 
roomss were always open, which is much appreciated. 1 think that the output generated 
byy the close cooperation between us all is much underestimated. Work activities 
dividedd over two different office buildings are not going to make things easier. 

Thankss to Gerrit-Jan Weverling who started the ball rolling. 

Dearr Peter en Leonie, thank you for being my paranimfen. It is wonderful to have you 
twoo next to me. 

Myy dear Stavros, you had to put up with me being awav many times for another 
conferencee or another presentation. No amount of T-shirts can make up for this. Let us 
continuee our journey for a long, long time, whatever the destination wil l be. 
EoxupioTCÓÓ ndpa noAo. Eioai TO uopaKi pou KGI n ayann Trjc, <ü)ri,c, poo. 

Athens,, January 2005. 
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